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As Pakistan makes steady progress to deal with the effects of the Covid crisis and as the economy starts showing signs of 

recovery, it is tempting to assume that, going forward, “business as usual” can safely be relied upon to restore the country’s 

solvency and its standing in the world. There are indeed several positives. The security conditions are now perhaps the best in 

recent decades; power shut downs are a thing of the past; flight of capital abroad is largely addressed; leakage from the 

formal economy into unproductive hoarding of land has been checked and there are even signs of some flowback; The Rupee 

is competitive; borrowing costs are down; jobs have been saved due to the proactive action of the State Bank; some tax 

refunds have been released; import tariffs on industrial inputs are being cascaded to promote manufacturing; remittances are 

up and the low-cost housing initiative is promising. The government deserves credit for managing the twin fallouts of Covid – 

health and economy, even if the threat of a resurgence still looms. 

Welcome as the above developments are, to sustain the economy, the task of addressing the fundamental issues remain. 

Pakistan is, by most accounts, the “sick man” of South Asia. Per capita earning of Pakistanis has slipped to the lowest in the 

sub-continent.  Despite an agriculture base, 40% of our children are stunted. The pandemic exposed the critical shortfalls in 

our healthcare. 44% of children do not attend school regularly. The majority that do, receive mediocre education. Large parts 

of major cities are slums, lacking basic utilities, including safe drinking water. An estimated 5 Mn people are unemployed and 

we struggle to find jobs for the 2 Mn that reach the age of employment each year. The country has deindustrialized 

prematurely. We have lost share of world exports. The economy is consumption based, reliant on imports even for basic goods. 

Pakistan suffers from one of the highest electricity tariffs in the world. It also has one of the lowest productivity rates. Our 

agriculture is in poor state. Not only are food shortages leading to an unbearable burden of inflation, unchecked, they threaten 

food security.

Recurring external account crises have compromised the country’s economic autonomy. A bloated and ineffective 

bureaucracy tries to impose colonial era regulations on a small formal sector. Successive government have failed to broaden 

the tax base. Existing tax payers carry a disproportionate burden. Billions in tax refunds, rebates and duty draw backs are 

owed to exporters and other businesses. For paucity of funds, the state fails to meet its obligations to improve the quality of 

life of its citizens. 

A reviving economy provides the valuable opportunity for key stakeholders to come together on a single platform to agree the 

ways and means to sustain it. In articulating this Charter of Economy, the Pakistan Business Council focuses on five major 

thrusts:

In sections that follow, the Pakistan Business Council aims to unite all stakeholders on a common platform to arrest the steady 

decline in people’s living standards and to put the economy on a sustainable growth trajectory. There are no short-cuts or 

quick-fix solutions available. The earliest a consensus can be developed, the better it would be for Pakistan.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Lift the standard of living of the vast majority of population in the low to middle-income strata 

Fix the state of our agriculture to provide food security and protect people from inflation

Reverse the premature deindustrialization through a “Make-in-Pakistan” approach to promote jobs, value-added 

exports and import substitution. Reskill for the future.

Formalize the economy, deregulate, transform the civil service and reform the NAB law
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THE NEED TO CHANGE AND WHY A 
CHARTER OF ECONOMY IS REQUIRED

The Pakistan Business Council (PBC) 

believes that notwithstanding the many 

immediate and urgent challenges facing 

the economy, the foremost 

socio-economic need of Pakistan is the 

creation of livelihoods for the 2 million 

people that reach the age of 

employment every year. This is closely 

followed by the need for significantly 

higher investments in human capital, 

notably in healthcare and education. In 

both of these, Pakistan lags South Asia, 

which in turn ranks poorly vs other Asian 

countries. The Covid pandemic has 

starkly revealed the gaps in our 

healthcare.  Even prior to the Pandemic, 

40% of children suffered from stunting 

and 44% of kids in ages 5-16 did not 

attend school – the Pandemic has only 

worsened a bad situation. The Ehsaas 

Programme provided a useful safety-net 

during the lockdown but clearly there is 

room to strengthen it further. Whilst 

uplifting the socio-economic well-being 

of people is primarily the responsibility 

of governments – both federal and 

provincial, the private sector cannot 

abdicate its role in creating livelihoods, 

especially for women and in improving 

the lives of people by offering 

affordable and better-quality goods and 

services and by becoming more 

responsible towards the environment. 

No business can thrive indefinitely in a 

failing economy. 

Pakistan is the “sick-man” of South Asia. 

We lag behind in virtually every 

socio-economic indicator. Our per-capita 
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earning, which once exceeded China, 

India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, has 

eroded to just 12% of China’s and is now 

30% lower than India and Bangladesh’s. 

The long-term GDP growth rate has 

halved to under 4%, grossly below the 

6-7% required to generate badly needed 

jobs.  The country has prematurely 

de-industrialized with declining 

manufacturing, stagnant exports and 

growing import reliance. The latter, even 

for items of daily use. Poorly negotiated 

trade agreements and disparity in market 

access vs. Bangladesh has further 

impacted the balance of trade. Trade in 

South Asia is the least integrated with the 

world and Pakistan is constrained by 

sanctions on Iran. As a result of recurring 

external account crisis, Pakistan has since 

independence, been in IMF progammes 

for more years than out of it.  Investment 

is half the rate of South Asia. Private 

sector is crowded out by the government 

from bank credit and SME funding is well 

below South Asian levels. The country has 

been slow to switch from revenue seeking 

import tariffs, which are one of the highest 

in Asia. Industry carries a disproportionate 

tax burden. High tax rates, in a largely 

undocumented economy and a complex 

taxation system create incentives to 

informalize the economy. This despite 

efforts to digitize and reduce the cash in 

circulation. Smuggling, counterfeiting, 

under-invoicing, misdeclaration of imports, 

adulteration, grey production and misuse 

of the Afghan Transit Treaty severely 

impact tax revenues and create an 

unfavourable playing field for the formal 

sector. The corporate sector is also 

encumbered by over-regulation, framed 

with a controlling and suspicious, rather 

than an empowering, pro-growth, mindset. 

Share of World Exports has declinedPakistan lags South Asia in 
savings and investment
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The competitiveness of industry is 

impacted by one of the highest electricity 

tariffs in the world. Successive 

governments have frittered away the 

country’s gas reserves by mispricing it to 

domestic users. We are also running out of 

water. Most industrial areas around large 

cities are choked, lack basic utilities, which 

business is forced to procure at additional 

cost. Poor rail network, an ageing truck 

fleet and slow port handling impact cost, 

speed and reliability of logistics. 

With neither cost, nor ease of doing 

business helping and in the absence of 

consistent policies, some businesses have 

been provided indefinite protection which 

reduces the incentive for them to become 

competitive. Large-scale investment is 

primarily directed into 

sovereign-guaranteed, fixed-return projects. 

However, recent actions of the National 

Accountability Bureau (NAB) are unlikely to 

sustain private sector interest in Public 

Private Partnerships, which the government 

is citing as a panacea to our utilities and 

transportation gaps. Without reforms in the 

NAB law, bureaucracy too will remain 

paralyzed. 

Whilst Vietnam attracted foreign investment 

into export-oriented industries, Pakistan’s 

foreign direct investment has largely been 

in quick pay-back, low-technology, 

consumer goods for the domestic market. 

With western and Japanese companies 

actively pursuing a China + supply chain 

strategy, Pakistan stands out for its failure 

to attract any significant investments from 

any company relocating from China. Our 

exports are narrowly focused - 60% reliant 

on Textiles and 50% directed to Europe 

and the USA. With the Green Party in 
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Vietnam’s export evolution
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power, continuity of EU’s GSP+ is a risk. 

Access to the US could also become 

contingent on social and environmental 

objectives.  Our textile exports are still 

cotton-based when global demand is 

shifting to man-made fibres. Export of 

services is not incentivized in the same way 

as goods are. Neither government, nor 

industry have made concerted attempts to 

improve productivity whilst India, 

Bangladesh and Sri Lanka made 

significant progress to supplement their 

low-wage advantage through higher 

productivity. Gender inclusion remans poor. 

Pakistan lacks globally recognized product 

standards and certification systems. 

Indeed, post the 18th Amendment, there 

are five different provincial standards for 

food items. Also, the focus of the provincial 

food authorities is primarily on the formal 

sector, whilst the informal sector escapes 

scrutiny. We have also failed to prepare our 

workforce for the knowledge economy, 

relying instead on remittances by a largely 

manual workforce in the Middle East.

In none of the five major crops does 

Pakistan’s per acre yield exceed 50% of 

the global best. Agriculture output is 

marred by fragmentation of land holdings; 

forced reliance on exploitative middle-men; 

gaps in affordability and availability of 

mechanization and modern techniques, 

including land levelling, precision 

application of seeds, fertilizers and 

insecticides; poor seed quality especially of 

cotton; wasteful use of water; outdated 

harvesting techniques; and weak cold 

chain and logistics resulting in high waste.  

To make matters worse, guaranteed 

support price for sugarcane has 

disincentivized cultivation of cotton, 

denying the textile industry opportunity to 

add value and for the country to earn 
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Cumulative Change in Agri Output Adj.
for Pop. Growth
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foreign exchange from exports. Livestock 

and dairy are largely run on subsistence 

basis and quality and yield are poor. The 

potential of horticulture is also 

under-exploited. It is a pity that the 

agriculture sector which can potentially 

uplift the largest section of the country’s 

population and help arrest urbanization has 

not received the focus it deserves. 

Additionally, poor management of supplies 

threaten food security and cause inflation 

which hurt the poor most.

 

The losses of State-Owned Enterprises 

cannot continue to be absorbed by a 

fiscally stressed economy. Currently neither 

being restructured nor privatized. CPEC 

investment needs to move from power to 

logistics and agriculture. The dream of 

attracting Chinese private sector remains, a 

dream. SEZs have yet to take off into plug 

and play industrial zones, liberated from 

bureaucratic constraints and the slow 

dispute settlement procedures that apply 

elsewhere in Pakistan.
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Food Inflation Y-O-Y September 2020

SOE Footprint and Losses
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On a positive note, Pakistan is enjoying significant improvement in law and order; availability of electricity is no longer an 

issue; flight of capital abroad and into the undocumented real estate sector has been stemmed; prior to the onset of Covid, 

Pakistan’s macro-economy was stabilizing; we have a competitive exchange rate; and the FTA with China has been 

renegotiated. The State Bank is playing a very positive role in supporting business through the pandemic. The government 

has moved to release tax refunds and processes are being reviewed to stem their build up in the future. Import tariffs on 

industrial inputs are being reduced. Subject to mortgage availability, affordability and suitable repossession law, the low-cost 

housing initiative can trigger growth. The IMF programme is under review with the hope of moving from unrealistic 

front-loaded tax targets to medium-term capacity building to broaden the tax base.



Business too needs to step up. It must reduce reliance on indefinite protection by enhancing productivity through investment 

in people, processes and plant and machinery, by sophisticating its offerings to improve domestic and global consumer appeal 

and by improving quality and brand image.  Subject to reforms in the NAB law, the private sector will have an important role in 

Public Private Partnerships. In the meantime, big business should set an example by committing to ventures besides those 

that carry sovereign-guaranteed fixed returns. 

We must not fall for the temptation of managing the short term and neglect the fundamental flaws. Economic autonomy is 

directly a product of financial solvency. A “Make in Pakistan” approach will address some of the fundamental fault lines to help 

Pakistan take its rightful place in the comity of nations. Without these reforms Pakistan will remain vulnerable to further IMF 

programmes and reliant on others for bail-outs. More importantly, the people of Pakistan whose earnings, health-care and 

education standards have slipped below those of our neighbors, deserve a better deal in life. The PBC hopes that through this 

National Charter of Economy, political parties and other stakeholders can unite on policies for a better Pakistan. The need to 

change is clear. Political differences should not deter this.
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Under this Charter of Economy, the Pakistan Business Council (PBC) aims to unite all stakeholders on a common platform to 

arrest the steady decline in people’s income and living standards and to put the economy on a sustainable growth trajectory. 

By most accounts Pakistan is the “sick man” of South Asia. The recurring external account crises threaten its autonomy and 

global standing. Despite some corrective actions, there remains substantial room for reforms. In section which follows, we 

outline the key building blocks of the reform agenda.

The main objectives of PBC's Charter of Economy are the same as any stakeholder interested in the betterment of Pakistan. 

Not surprisingly, they start with improving the standard of living of the people of Pakistan.

In order to deliver the aforementioned objectives to improve people’s quality of life, it is necessary for the government and the 

private sector to work together to raise revenues. The essential elements of this team-work are:

THE CHARTER OF ECONOMY

Employment through which people can earn a decent living and save for a rainy day; 

Inclusive job creation to cover urban, rural, youth, women and the marginalized;

No one goes hungry because of food shortages or inflation; 

Expectant mothers and children receive appropriate nutrition to prevent stunting and wasting;

Adequate healthcare facilities, especially for the low-income segment;

All children attend school at least to the age of 18;

“Fit for future” education to include mathematics, science, engineering and computer coding;

Universal and affordable internet coverage;

Rural economies to grow to stem the high rate of urbanization;

Low-income segment is provided an opportunity to own a house or apartment;

Safe, affordable, accessible and sustainable transport systems for all, improving road safety;

A robust social security net to assist the deserving, especially at a time of crisis;

Minimize carbon footprint and strengthen infrastructure to protect from effects of climate change;

Utilities, particularly provision of safe drinking water and timely collection of garbage; 

Workforce is provided the necessary skills for the country to be competitive;

Inequitable advance/withholding taxes on the consumption of the poor should be phased out.

Recognize that it is the private sector’s role to create jobs and the government’s responsibility to provide an enabling 

policy and environment;

Accept that “profit” is not a dirty word and jobs are a product of legitimate wealth creation;

The legal and policy environment should be enabling and trusting rather than a controlling legacy from colonial times;

Public spending necessitates a broad tax base and political will is required to formalize the economy;

Smuggling, counterfeiting, under-invoicing and adulteration hurt consumers, government and business;

Public Sector Enterprise (PSE) losses cannot be allowed to bleed resources required for investment in socio-economic 

development. Restructure and/or privatize the PSEs;

Industry in particular, and public in general, needs relief from Asia’s highest tariff for electricity;

LNG terminals, gas storage and transmission require urgent investment to offset depleting reserves of natural gas. Also, 

domestic gas needs to be priced right to minimize waste;
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Manufacturing cannot forever be burdened with disproportionate share of taxes;

The exchange rate needs to remain competitive to support exports and act as a check on imports;

Cascading tariffs, with zero duty on raw materials not locally available, will promote industry;

Industry should not be burdened with bureaucratic and complex claim procedures and the government should re-engineer their 

processes to prevent accumulation of tax and other refunds;

Cost, reliability and speed of logistics needs to improve substantially;

Fundamentally flawed taxes like turnover-based minimum tax be phased out;

Reliance on advance and withholding taxes, which sap the cash flow of business, be reduced;

Government needs to stop crowding out the private sector from bank credit;

Banks to prioritize lending to the SMEs;

Exports need to be cleansed of all taxes, duties and levies so they are globally competitive;

Export of services should earn rebates and other incentives similar to export of goods;

Acquisition of overseas brands and development of Pakistani brands abroad should be facilitated;

Investment in plant and machinery should be fiscally incentivized;

Development is a stakeholder, not a shareholder role. Development Finance Institutions be established to fund long term loans and 

equity investments;

Foreign Direct Investment needs to be directed at export-oriented sectors;

Special Economic Zones must become a reality;

Corporate tax rate be brought down gradually to 25%;

Tax returns be simplified and federal and provincial tax returns be integrated;

Regulatory Guillotine be conducted to remove redundant regulations, and to simplify and digitize;

Civil service be reformed to save public expenditure;

NAB law to be reformed to address the paralysis in government decision-making and to encourage private sector participation in 

Public Private Partnerships;

Agriculture emergency be declared to assure food security, supply of industrial inputs and to promote exports;

Standards be globally aligned and applied on a “one-country, single-standard” principle across Pakistan;

The role of unbanked money in circulation be curbed to promote the formal sector.

The private sector too needs to do its bit to revive the economy:

Take greater risks by investing in projects besides those that carry government guaranteed returns;

Accept that fair and robust competition with reduced protection leads to improved consumer value;

Productivity improvement is as much a business responsibility as it is the government’s;

Big business has responsibility to integrate SMEs into its value chain to uplift the nation’s capabilities;

Supply needs to respond to global demand. The export basket and markets need broadening;

Greater female participation at all levels will unleash productivity;

Responsibility to protect the environment through sustainable production and consumption includes a role in the collection 

and recycling of waste and packaging;

Protection of labour rights and promotion of safe and secure work environments need also to be ensured in the extended 

supply chains.
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Pakistan’s Tax to GDP ratio will remain more or less at the current rate as will its ability to invest in human capital – health and 

education, unless there is political will and capacity/capability in the enforcement machinery to formalize the economy and 

broaden the tax base. Chasing existing tax payers for more, whilst allowing the informal sector to grow, is akin to killing the 

goose that lays the golden eggs.

The approach to formalization needs to be holistic rather than fragmented and cover the following:

BUILDING BLOCKS FOR THE
CHARTER OF ECONOMY

Formalization of the Economy

Check the use of cash. With nearly a third of money in circulation outside the banking system, 80% of the population 

unbanked and 60% (80 Million people) not included in any financially transparent system, creating the opportunities 

for financial inclusion, concurrent with disincentives for the use of cash should be major thrusts.  These can be 

achieved through leveraging the growing penetration of smartphones. The money transmission systems now in vogue, 

still depend on the use of cash and in that respect act as virtual ATM machines which do not serve the purpose of 

cash-less transactions. Point of Sales (POS) terminals are expensive which is why the number in the country has not 

grown. POS terminals serve to switch from cash to plastic and do create transactional transparency and the Punjab 

Government’s incentive to reduce GST on some card payments is therefore a step in the right direction. However, with 

intermediate commissions and charges, the use of cards will remain limited. Digital wallets with vendor QR codes are a 

better option to displace cash. Discontinuation of the Rs.5,000 note and restrictions on use of cash above a certain 

limit would also assist. Inter-bank transfer speed has improved, and could further, if a common and open platform was 

developed by commercial banks akin to the Universal Payment Interface (UPI) in India. UPI allows money to be 

transferred across 142 banks, to/from mobile wallets, beneficiaries using the CNIC equivalent and to vendors using 

QR codes etc. The State Bank can also facilitate a common KYC process for all financial transactions including those 

on the Stock Exchange and for insurance purposes; 
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A 17% GST rate in a poorly documented economy, together with relatively high import and excise duties provide an 

attractive incentive to evade, the spoils of which can be shared with a notoriously inefficient enforcement and 

collection machinery. Aside from GST on services, the provinces where most of the evasion of federal taxes takes place, 

have no financial interest to stem it.  Reducing the GST rate has significant negative impact on government revenue in 

the short term and the IMF conditionalities are unlikely to permit it. Neither is government likely to summon enough 

political will to challenge the Covid impacted trade. However, until rates are reduced and the collection machinery 

strengthened, the formal sector will continue to bear the brunt of these levies and the government will be denied taxes 

to fund social development. Some measures like the requirement of Urdu language labelling on imported finished 

products need to be supplemented with raids on shops selling those not meeting this condition. The latter would a 

provincial role and is sadly missing;

It is estimated that $4 Billion is the extent of the annual under-invoicing of imports. This hurts the national exchequer 

and creates an unfair playing field for the formal sector. Agreement to exchange data on the value of imports/exports 

through Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) with partner countries would help stem under invoicing. It should at the very 

least be implemented with China;

The transit treaty with Afghanistan has been misused through diversion of goods to Pakistan. As the treaty has expired, 

Pakistan can renegotiate in the current more regionally favorable environment, to put quantitative and qualitative 

restrictions on what can transit; insist on letters of credit; charge duty and GST on import which would only be 

refunded to the Afghan government on exit; track and monitor containers; strengthen inspection of empty containers 

returning and make physical controls along the border stronger. The civil and military authorities need to be on the 

same page to do this;

The provincial food authorities pursue the formal sector with greater vigor than the informal sector firstly, because it is 

easier and secondly, due to its headline news value. Yet, the greater benefit to consumers of their actions would be in 

stemming adulteration, for example of unpacked and unbranded milk sold in milk shops and through home deliveries;

Front-loaded and unrealistic tax collection targets for an inadequately resourced FBR forces it to chase existing tax 

payers and adopt harassment rather than objective assessment as the means to meet these. Until the FBR is radically 

restructured and its capacity to broaden the tax base through use of technology is not addressed, the scope of 

broadening the tax base will remain limited;

Counterfeiting, especially of food and drugs is a menace that affects the consumers as much as it hurts the 

government and the formal sector. Weak enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights also puts off foreign investment. 

One way to check counterfeiting of consumer products is to move the trials to consumer courts and to allow 

prosecution to be conducted by the lawyers of the hurt parties rather than public prosecutors; 

On a positive note, FATF and Anti Money Laundering laws have made it difficult for transactions to take place outside 

the banking system. This has effectively cut-off the means to fund underinvoicing and smuggling and is positive for 

the formalization of the economy;

Real Estate has been a traditional repository of “black” money. Whilst there is some progress in stemming the flow into 

this sector, better collaboration between the Federation and the Provinces in taxation would accelerate the 

formalization, of especially, the unproductive investment in land.  
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Significant changes are required in the structure, resourcing and technology of the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) and in 

the fiscal policy to make taxation equitable, broad-based and effective in raising the country’s tax to GDP ratio. The key 

reforms are:

Taxation Reforms

All income beyond a certain threshold irrespective of source should be taxed;

Fiscal policy making should be separated from collection of taxes;

An audit function independent of the FBR and preferably composed of the leading firms of accountants be 

established to inspire confidence of tax payers;

Completely overhaul human resources in FBR;

Training and deployment of technology be given a heightened focus;

Temporary relief be provided to the FBR from chasing unrealistic tax collection targets until the restructuring is 

completed;

Phase out fundamentally flawed turnover-based minimum tax, if necessary, in a phased and gradual manner so as not 

to impact tax revenues;

Gradually reduce the income and corporate tax rates and remove the disparity between taxation of profit distribution 

by companies on the one-hand, and withdrawal of profit from business by sole traders and Association of Persons, on 

the other;

Pakistan suffers from one of the most complex tax structures with multiple taxes and authorities for business to deal 

with. Fragmentation between the federation and the provinces has not helped. Taxes should be unified, returns 

simplified and the scope for personal interaction be reduced;

Incentivize capital retention, group formation and investment in plant and machinery;

A sales tax rate of 17% is high for a poorly documented economy in which it provides an incentive to evade, creating 

an unfair advantage for the informal sector. The Sales Tax regime should be in the true VAT mode, and input tax 

whether at full or reduced rates should be a pass through for businesses; 

Advance and withholding taxes sap the cash flow of businesses and should be reduced gradually

Cross adjustments of refunds between Income Tax, Sales Tax & Excise Duty should be allowed so that refunds if any 

can be adjusted against tax payables, thus reducing pressures on cashflows;

Advance/withholding taxes on the consumption by the poor, although theoretically adjustable, are inequitable due to 

their below taxable threshold income and inability to obtain refunds.  



Without a long-term export policy, underpinned by a well-articulated industrial policy that brings all stakeholders together 

under the leadership of the Prime Minister, Pakistan’s exports are unlikely to grow and diversify in a sustainable manner. The 

key building blocks for robust growth of exports are: 

Exports

A 5-year National Charter for Exports, owned and monitored by the Prime Minister to give exports the consistent 

priority that it deserves. This policy should shift the mindset of the bureaucracy from “control” to “empowerment.” Long 

term policy, which brings all stakeholders on a common platform, needs to facilitate planning and encourage 

investment to build scale and improve competitiveness. 

Exports need to be an integral part of an industrial policy, which promotes manufacturing, including import substitution. 

A stand-alone export policy without strong linkages with manufacturing and imports is not sustainable over the long 

run. A National Industrial Policy would perforce address all elements of manufacturing, including exports and import 

substitution.

Export incentives are funded by the tax payers and require proper accountability. It is recommended that this be done 

for each sector at least on an annual basis and their continuation or adaptation be contingent on meeting prescribed, 

medium to long term objectives. Short-term incentives lead to short-term performance.

Shift from retrospective to upfront, prospective investment in promoting the growth of exports. A leap of faith is 

required on the part of the government to set aside a substantial amount for up-front investment from the Export 

Development Fund (EDF) for non-core and new markets. With 75% of export reliance on traditional products and with 

Textiles comprising 56% of exports, of which in turn, 68% are destined for the European and North American markets, 

Pakistan needs to invest heavily in diversifying both products and destinations. The operators in the non-core sectors 

are generally small and do not have the means to develop exports. Moreover, the current 10% FX retention allowance 

for non-core sectors is inadequate in size to fund such development.
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Acquisition of Overseas Brands

Presently, exporters are allowed to retain and spend 10% of export proceeds for marketing. However, they are barred 

from investing part of these proceeds in acquiring existing brands abroad without prior permission which is time 

consuming. Since the immediate impact on the country’s foreign exchange reserves is neutral (and the longer term 

impact, more favourable), exporters should be allowed to utilize all or part of the 10% retention to acquire brands 

without prior permission from the State Bank or the ECC.

Marketing and Selling of Pakistani Brands Abroad

Marketing and selling branded goods costs more than selling simple commodities. The present 10% export retention 

allowance does not adequately cover the cost of establishing a brand, registering the products with supermarket 

chains, paying for shelf rentals etc. These costs are high in the early years of market entry. It is recommended that such 

costs incurred abroad may be allowed at actuals, subject to audit or other verification.

State Sponsored National Brand Building Programme

Pakistan could learn valuable lessons from the Turkish "TURQUALITY" Programme through which the Turkish government has been 

funding the development of 10 worldwide Turkish brands. A “PAKQUALITY” initiative should be promoted under the PPP model to 

ensure that Pakistani brands also become regional / global icons.

Pakistani exporters are required to realize export proceeds within a short time period. This does not permit the 

warehousing of products, for subsequent sale on a “just in time” basis, which is increasingly demanded by foreign 

buyers unwilling to carry inventory on their own books. Larger exporters should be permitted to warehouse inventory 

abroad. This is all the more essential to serve online sales portals, such as Amazon, which will not allow access to 

foreign suppliers unless they are shipping promptly from a domestic point. This would entail

longer time period for remittance of export proceeds.

The five core export sectors are offered energy at a rate presently competitive with comparable countries. This 

competitive tariff should remain guaranteed. In principle, all exports should be entitled to energy at a cost which is 

globally competitive. Where industries produce a mix of exported and domestically marketed products, a rebate should 

be offered on the quantity exported to render the input cost of energy to a globally competitive level.

Focus economic diplomacy to negotiate market access, at a minimum to achieve parity with key global sourcing 

competitor countries. Whilst prescribed goods from Pakistan currently are allowed entry into the EU duty free under 

As a matter of principle, all import levies and domestic transaction costs, irrespective of where they are incurred in the 

supply chain leading up to the final point of export should be refunded to the final exporter, allowing price 

competitiveness. It is difficult for smaller exporters to operate the existing draw back systems or re-export schemes. A 

standard refund based on periodically updated costing will make it simpler for them to export. This is especially so 

where the final exporter is reliant on others in the supply chain to import and process items before adding further 

value prior to final export.

Strong brands command premium prices. Pakistani exporters should be allowed to both acquire and to develop brands 

that they already own. The former is a capital investment, whilst the latter is expensed when incurred. However, the 

purpose of both is to generate higher exports.
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the GSP+ facility and Textiles have parity access in the USA with countries like Bangladesh, exports from Pakistan 

suffer from higher duties into Japan, Canada and Australia, relative to Bangladesh. EU’s GSP+ will expire in 2023. It is 

vital that Pakistan lobbies in Brussels to retain duty free access. Similarly, Pakistan needs to consider ongoing lobbying 

in Washington to obtain preferential access into the USA.

Banks are reluctant to lend to SMEs due to higher risk. SMEs on the other hand are unable to take risks associated 

with credit to foreign buyers. A vendor financing and export house model would promote greater integration of the 

SMEs into the export chain. Japan and Korea developed their exports through the export house model with companies 

like Mitsubishi and Mitsui offering a model and learning opportunity.

Commercial banks need to manage their risks as their primary responsibility is to safeguard their shareholder’s interest. 

Development is not a shareholder business; it is a stakeholder business with the state having a major interest in 

managing its trade balance. Developing export markets involves risks as most foreign buyers will not provide letters of 

credit, especially to SMEs who lack negotiation power. An Export Development and Credit Guarantee Bank owned by 

the government can take on the task of helping to fund SMEs and to build non-traditional and riskier markets in Africa 

and Latin America. The past failure of DFI’s like the IDBP, PICIC etc., is in itself not a sufficient reason to avoid setting 

up a well-resourced and governed institution. Instead learnings should be taken from the past mistakes.

A quarter of Vietnam’s exports are generated by Samsung alone whilst many other Japanese, Chinese, South Korean, 

Taiwanese and US investors account for a sizeable percentage of its exports. Pakistan has not attracted foreign 

investment into exports, even in the agriculture sector where there could be potential. Instead, a liberal FDI policy has 

attracted many FMCGs which reap the demographic dividend from a rising middle class but do not export or create 

import substitution. A differentiated FDI policy which factors impact on the external account is recommended for fresh 

foreign investment. Existing foreign companies operating in Pakistan should be encouraged to export into their global 

value chains

The Apparel (Value-added sector) exports from Pakistan cover the bottom 20% of the global universe of apparel, 

leaving 80% of apparel demand unaddressed. This is where countries like Vietnam and Bangladesh have moved with 

speed. Bulk of Pakistan’s exports are 100% cotton based, whilst global demand is shifting to man-made fibres, which 

are also ideal for the emerging technical textiles. The per unit price commanded by Pakistan apparel exports is 

between 11-50% of Vietnam’s and 20-33% of Bangladesh’s. Hence there is significant scope to change the 

cotton/man-made fibre mix and to go up the value chain. The main onus of this is on the current large players who 

need to invest in capacity and capability including skills. There is little that the government can do other than providing 

a long term policy framework. Secondly, anti-dumping duty on imports required as input (for example fabric from 

man-made fibre) for exports, should not be levied and the bonding facility should apply as for other imported inputs.

Travel Advisories limit the number of foreign buyers from travelling to Pakistan. The government can help by advocating 

a differentiated approach for larger cities where most of the industry is located. Also, it could subsidize the first few 

year’s costs of running Pakistan-based buying offices for larger buyers. These could potentially be located near major 

airports to assure further security. In the meantime, it needs a fast visa approval process with an added challenge that 

many buyers representatives are Indian and Bangladesh nationals.

There is no WHO approved manufacturing facility in Pakistan. This is a major impediment to exports of pharma 
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products. Pharmaceutical companies contribute to a Central Research Fund. Companies may be allowed to draw on 

this fund in relation to their contribution in the previous years to meet the costs of drug registration abroad and to 

establishing WHO certified facilities. Additionally, those meeting a prescribed export performance realization may be 

given a 1% rebate. Pharma exports amounted to $200 as compared to carpet exports which generated $75 Mn of 

exports. Yet the pharmaceuticals sector is not one of the five major focus sectors for exports whilst carpets is.

Footwear, Leather, Furniture, Cutlery, Sports suffer from design and skill deficiencies which can be addressed through 

a combination of FDI, technical agreements and training by establishing or improving dedicated design centres.

Unlike export of goods which attract rebates, export of services is not similarly incentivized. Rebates would also 

promote full remittance of sale proceeds. IT and IT enabled service companies lack immovable collateral for bank 

borrowing. Their work-in-progress and receivables should form the basis of bank lending. Call centres are charged GST 

even on export services. This should be withdrawn. Equipment required to develop software and operate call centres 

and back office services should be permitted to be imported free of duty and GST. Cluster development through 

co-location of software developers in IT Parks would bring additional benefits of collaborative working.

Low yield and quality are issues that have been confronting the agriculture sector for some time. Now however, these factors 

have combined with poor forecasting and suspension of regional trade to take a turn for the worse. In a country of vast, if 

misused, agriculture resources, recurring shortages of key staples threatens food security and the resultant inflation is putting 

an unbearable burden on the common person. In a “perfect storm” this coincides with loss of jobs as a result of the Covid 

pandemic. An Agriculture Emergency is therefore called for to focus first on addressing the immediate issue of availability and 

inflation and second on the fundamental flaws within the agriculture value-chain, which if not addressed, can in the worst case 

threaten food security but if dealt diligently can truly transform Pakistan into the granary of the Middle East and China. In the 

process, it can uplift a majority of the country’s population which resides in rural communities.

Agriculture, Horticulture, Livestock and Dairy
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Fundamental Reforms of the Agriculture Sector

Generational fragmentation of land has impacted scale and ability to deploy technology and mechanization to optimize 

yield and quality. Corporate and co-operative farming are two models that should be explored with adequate 

safeguards for preserving the livelihoods of the farm communities. Long term leases with profit sharing is another 

model to consider, especially for introduction of Chinese investment into the agri. sector;

In addition to the aforementioned measure to facilitate use of modern technology, farm equipment rental companies 

should be encouraged to provide services such as land surveying, land levelling, water course and irrigation systems 

modeling and upkeep, precision application of fertilizer and seeds, mechanical harvesting, cold chain storage and 

transportation;

Despite progress in bank advances to the agriculture support sector, in the absence of acceptable collateral, tenant 

farmers continue to rely on Arthis for funding their crop cycles. This denies them the full benefit of their labour. 

Professionally managed, tailor-made storage silos, together with bank financing facility against storage receipts would 

help farmers maximize their returns;  

Pakistan’s reservoirs can store only 10% vs. the 40% global norm for water. The current storage capacity is 30 days vs. 

120 days considered as a minimum requirement. A $1 Bn potential addition to the economy is estimated for each 

additional storage of a million acre-feet of water. Twenty-two million more acres could be irrigated in Southern Punjab, 

Sindh, Southern KP and Eastern Baluchistan. Our canal efficiency is just 33% vs. global average of 90%. Securing 

supply under the Indus Water Treaty and from the Kabul River are crucial.  Ninety percent of the country’s water is 

utilized in agriculture and estimates of the savings potential ranges between 50% to 70%. Tunnel and drip irrigation 

are two tried and tested options that need to be implemented.

A cross-party recognition that shielding the public from the havoc of inflation by fighting the root causes is a collective 

responsibility rather than an opportunity to divide for greater political capital. Hunger and malnutrition are a national 

crisis requiring a united response akin to the pandemic and territorial threats.

Provinces and the federation must come together to ensure equitable distribution and pricing of essential staples. The 

political differences currently obstructing cooperation between Sindh and the Center must be overcome in the interest 

of the people.

Provinces which have the enforcement capability (and responsibility) to prevent hoarding and price manipulation must 

exercise it.

Provinces need to create transparent digital platforms for managing local and provincial inventory and movement of 

key agricultural outputs which comprise the essential diet of people. These should be integrated with a national 

platform at the Centre maintained by the Ministry of Food Security.

No vested interest be allowed to prevail in decisions governing export or import of essential crops.

Immediate steps to ease the burden of inflation and availability
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Seeds determine the ability of a plant to withstand pesticide attack, as also the size and quality of the harvest. This is 

especially true for cotton.  Intellectual Property issues have denied the country seeds of global quality. The Central 

Cotton Research Institute in Multan which once did some good research has become ineffective. There are now 200 

varieties of home-grown cotton seeds but their poor resistance to pests has seen the annual cotton yield to drop to 

less than half of the 15 million bales required by the textile industry. Pakistan will this year be forced to import 8 Mn 

bales of cotton.  Three leading textile groups are collaborating to introduce a seed variety that may help revive cotton 

output. Besides yield, the acreage of cotton has also declined as the cultivation of sugar-cane in particular offers 

better returns. However, sugar is more water intensive and Pakistan is not able to produce sugar of the quality or cost 

to be globally competitive. Hence subsidies have to be offered by the government to promote exports. 

Pakistan’s potential in horticulture is under-exploited. Legal instruments and mechanisms should be developed to 

enable the enforcement of contract farming agreements between food processing units and farmers. SPS certificates 

should be issued without hassle to farm-owners for export. Intellectual property rights of seed producers should be 

enforced. Induct dedicated technical staff for horticulture into provincial extension departments, as requirements for 

horticulture crops are different than staple food commodities such as wheat and rice. Horticulture commodities should 

be removed from the ambit of the price control regime. Such restrictions can result in losses to farmers, which 

discourages them from cultivating horticulture crops, and investing in technology and good agricultural practices (GAP). 

The State Bank of Pakistan should establish a credit line at concessional rates for establishment of new medium size 

packing houses, processing units, cold storages, reefer trucks, etc., and for replacing obsolete and inefficient 

processing machinery with efficient processing lines. The government and the private sector should work to attract 

large international companies which process food products such as potatoes, citrus, and tomatoes. The priority of new 

investments should be to introduce off-season fruits and vegetables for all-year processing, bringing new seed 

varieties of fruits and vegetables and upgrading the cold-chain for the safe transit of produce from farm to the factory 

gate.  Furthermore, the civil aviation and sea port authorities should provide space to the private sector to construct 

cold storages for fresh produce at the exit terminals.

Livestock and dairy is primarily a subsistence activity in Pakistan. Yields and quality are below global standard, yet there 

is substantial room for significant uplift. The MNC entrants into dairy are contributing but it will take a determined 

effort on part of the authorities to curb adulteration. 

Pakistan’s meat and livestock sector suffers due to the absence of a globally acceptable breed. Crossbreeding has 

resulted in a situation that there is little interest in Pakistani meat in international markets.

Pakistan needs to implement the Geographical Indications (GI) law promulgated in March 2020. In the absence of this 

Pakistan risks losing exports of Rice and other horticultural products in international markets.
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Pakistan suffers from the highest electricity costs in the region. By penalizing honest users with the cost of inefficiencies and 

losses of the system, the competitiveness of the country’s industries and its capacity to create employment and generate 

exports has been impeded. Whilst five export sectors are provided power at rates competitive with comparable countries, the 

rest of industry and commerce, including import substitution sectors and many SMEs that are in the value-chain for exports 

continue to be impacted. High tariffs for electricity also reduce the incentive for domestic users to switch out of the less 

efficient but underpriced gas, reserves of which are depleting rapidly. Reforms therefore need to holistically address the 

causes of sub-optimal pricing and usage and minimize reliance on imported fuel. Otherwise, the broader objectives of job 

creation, balancing the external and fiscal accounts, as well as raising higher taxation revenues for social development will 

remain affected. The key reform measures are:

Energy at a Competitive Cost

Federal government to restrict its role to removing the existing bottlenecks in power transmission infrastructure 

backbone and to ensure that the merit order in generation is maintained;

Implement the terms of the MOU reached with IPPs;

Utilize excess generation capacity through marginal pricing to promote industrial use and to generate economic 

activity;

Either privatize or transfer management of government owned Gencos which are not due for retirement to technically 

qualified private sector companies on a 20% incentive for loss mitigation/incremental profit. Facilitate this through 

adequate protection from NAB and build appropriate safeguards on asset stripping and forced dismissal of employees;

Move to multi-seller/multi-buyer arrangements, allowing market dynamics to set the price for both generation and 

distribution of electricity;

Permit wheeling of electricity; 
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Establish power/energy commodity exchange(s) for transparent pricing; 

Transfer all government owned Discos to the provinces at no cost;

Provinces to establish Public Private Partnerships to operate the Discos;

Give consumers choice in the last-mile of distribution. The GoP should set an example of this in the federal capital 

where it owns the Islamabad Electricity Supply Company (IESCO). Provinces and K-E can follow, the latter after its 

exclusivity expires in 2023;

Unbundle KE post its exclusivity period. In the meantime, expedite resolution of constraints affecting investment in the 

safe and reliable supply of power to the country’s largest city;

Phase out country-wide uniform pricing formula so that the more efficient DISCOs are able to supply at a lower cost to 

consumers and provinces are able to use this to attract industry;

Remove all “cross subsidies” e.g. from industrial / commercial to residential customers – The government can provide 

targeted cash transfers to the most deserving population segment via the Ehsaas program;

Any properly justified new capacity addition to be allowed only on indigenous coal and renewables, without any 

take-or-pay sovereign guarantees;

Settle the reconciled Circular Debt through 10-year Sukuk instruments; 

Retire all inefficient and costly generation plants;

Consider facilitating the conversion and deployment of coastal furnace oil plants for seawater reverse osmosis desali-

nation, especially for Karachi;

Promote renewables, especially for off-grid use;

Fast-track additional LNG terminals, storage and transmission to meet the shortfall between demand and supply of 

gas;

Use the Ehsaas programme to subsidize gas to the deserving population;

Gradually pass on the average price of indigenous and imported gas to all users;

Incentivize conversion of domestic cooking and heating to electricity;

Aggressively promote energy conservation
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Special Economic Zones

Whilst Special Economic Zones (SEZs) are commonly perceived as areas for foreign investment primarily into export-oriented 

industries, the PBC is of the view that given the congestion of existing industrial areas, paucity of affordable land in major 

cities and inadequate infrastructure, SEZs can also meet the need for domestic industry to locate or to relocate. The following 

are the broad principles for SEZs:

Primary aim should be to industrialize - export & import substitution can be a focus of SEZs, but not a prerequisite;

SEZs should be open to all investors, without any min. or max. % shareholding or country of origin conditions;

Speedy resolution of disputes to be ensured through tribunals, bypassing the slow legal system. SEZs should therefore 

be operated in ways similar to the DIFC in Dubai or the ADGM in Abu Dhabi;

Provide land on long-leases for industrial use only, with “plug & play” infrastructure under one-window facilities. DO 

NOT SELL LAND;

Cluster the SEZs to promote supply chain integration and to develop expertise;

Locate SEZs near centres of population, ports and road networks. Remote SEZs offer no incentive to industry;

There should be no minimum tax, whether turnover-based or otherwise, during the tax holiday period, in or outside 

SEZs;

10-year tax holiday may be offered subject to 80% of revenue being derived from exports and 25% of the profit 

being reinvested into expansion;

Specific relief for import substitution projects to be agreed at the start, subject also to 25% profit reinvestment 

requirement;

Standard fiscal policy to apply to non-export, non-import substitution projects;

Duty- & sales tax-free import of plant and machinery for all SEZ units at the start and for up to 10 years thereafter to 

promote modernization and expansion;

Expatriate management and workers be allowed on a gradually reducing level.



Public Sector Enterprise (PSE) Losses

Public Sector Enterprise losses cannot be allowed indefinitely to impact government’s ability to invest in social development. 

Either the government should start the restructuring process or privatize the entities. Currently neither is happening. An 

interim alternative could also be the transfer of management (but not equity) of PSEs to qualified experts in the private sector 

for a prescribed period on a profit and loss improvement arrangement in the proportion of 80:20, with the dominant 

beneficiary being the government. At a subsequent pre-agreed time, such entities could be privatized. The management 

agreement can be made conditional to safeguards on involuntary reduction of headcount and prevent asset stripping.

If restructuring or management transfer are options, then it would be necessary for the government to provide statutory 

legitimacy, authority and empowerment for:

Exemption from PPRA rules on procurement;

Exemption from Public Sector recruitment regulations and give the board the authority, within a prescribed framework 

of due diligence, to appoint and reward people;

Remove such entities from the direct control of line ministries;

Fund the restructuring and deficit financing needs as per agreed plans;

Remove such units and their management from the purview of the National Accountability Bureau, as done recently in 

the case of the CPEC Authority.
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National Accountability Bureau (NAB) Law Reforms

Intended originally to check corruption by holders of public office, over the years the NAB law has been extended to cover 

investigation of losses arising to the public exchequer due to decisions taken in good faith. It has also been used to also 

implicate the private sector which may be investors in projects covered by such decisions. In its pursuit, NAB duplicates the 

powers of regulators such as the FBR, FIA, SECP and the SBP. The net effect of NAB’s actions are harassment and 

near-paralysis of the decision-making process by bureaucrats. The private sector is also reluctant to participate in projects 

involving the government, including its privatization programme and projects that the government would like to initiate in the 

Public Private Partnership (PPP) mode. As the government is desirous of promoting PPP in utilities etc. and timely 

decision-making is vital for efficient running of the economy, the reforms proposed in the NAB law are:

The NAB law should apply only to holders of public office and those others who are deemed by a High Court to be 

“benamidars” of such holders of public office;

The threshold for investigation should be Rs 2 Bn or over;

The criteria for action should be unexplained/unaccountable accumulation of wealth rather than the quality of 

decision-making or its consequences on the national exchequer;

All investigations commenced by NAB shall be kept confidential until the final indictment. The present practice of 

sharing prematurely with the media, sensationalizes the issues and is counter-productive to investor confidence;

No investigations relating to privatization shall be commenced after the expiry of one year from the completion of such 

privatization. This is enshrined in the Privatization Act but ignored by NAB;

The law should be amended to provide pre and post arrest bail by the Accountability Court thereby reducing the 

burden on the High Court and the Supreme Court (with provisions for appeal to the High Court both by the accused 

and the prosecutor); 

The definition of ‘inquiry’ and ‘investigation’ and thereafter the various stages of trial should be clarified in the 

Ordinance;

The remand period should be reduced to 45 days to expedite justice.



Housing and Construction

The government’s Housing and Construction package has the potential to formalize real estate and unleash growth and 

employment in multiple sectors. It will also address the low-cost housing needs of millions. It is encouraging to see the 

State Bank and commercial banks take a keen interest in making this initiative a success. However, for it to move from a 

wealth-whitening to a sustainable growth lever, it is essential that the following key aspects are adequately addressed:

Transparency of title and deployment of blockchain for documentation; 

An efficient and fair foreclosure process. For example, Parate, a foreclosure procedure practiced in Sri Lanka allows 

mortgaged properties in default to be taken over and sold without formal court proceedings. The bank may be 

required to re-sell the property only to qualified buyers (such as low- or medium-income households) and refund any 

surplus recovered to the original defaulting borrower;  

Continuity of government guarantee and subsidy on the markup beyond the initial years. The mortgages will be for 25 

years but the government guarantee and subsidy are for the initial x to x years only;

Review of taxes and levies on cement and other essential construction materials to reduce the cost of construction 

Securitization and development of a secondary market in mortgages 
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Productivity

Productivity is a major contributor to the relative competitiveness of a country and productivity gains are the most important 

determinants of long-term economic growth. Whilst capital productivity can be acquired by importing plant and machinery, 

Labour productivity is home-grown and is a function of investment in human capital. For a country like Pakistan which 

positions itself on high labour, relatively low value-added sectors, poor productivity dilutes its low wage cost advantage. This is 

especially so if an increase in minimum wages outpaces increase in output. This has been the case in Pakistan - between 

2010 and 2019, Pakistan’s productivity improved by 20% whilst minimum wages rose by 26%. In the same period, China, 

India and Bangladesh gained 86%, 67% and 49% in their productivity. Currently the wage rate in Bangladesh and Pakistan is 

about the same i.e. $100/month, but the productivity in Bangladesh is 25% higher. In the case of China, the average 

minimum wage is about twice Pakistan’s. However, its productivity is four-times higher. This is one important reason why the 

Chinese private sector has not moved at the rate it was expected to, to relocate to Pakistan. 

Skills are a function of the state of health of workers, their basic education and ability to grasp and absorb new ideas and 

work processes. The investment in health and education as a percentage of GDP in Pakistan lags South Asia. The private 

sector has also not given productivity improvement as much a focus as they would if they were engaged in manufacture of 

value-added products and if they enjoyed less protection and had to compete with global suppliers. Lower import duties, 

opening up of sectors like autos, opportunity to grow exports of higher value-added apparel, particularly those of man-made 

fibres, adoption of IT and automation will all assist industry to improve productivity. More effective government expenditure on 

health and education, coupled with WWF & WPPF credit for skill development by the private sector will also assist.

Productivity of labour in urban centres is also marred by the quality and reliability of urban transport. It is not realistic to 

expect someone who travels for hours to and from work in dangerous and dirty conditions on poor buses to be alert and 

attentive to detail at work. Finally, the low incorporation of females in the workforce, especially in the apparel sector is another 

reason for low productivity. 

Productivity gains are also technology driven, the Government needs to provide incentives and support for technology 

upgradation and investments in processes. If no additional incentives can be provided, at least those that existed previously 

and were withdrawn with retrospective effect, should be restored.

Last, but not the least, productivity measures are often considered with respect to manufacturing, whereas productivity, 

defined as quality and reliability is equally applicable to the services sector. This is very evident in the hospitality and logistics 

sectors, where particularly the latter impacts competitiveness of manufacturing.
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Logistics

Pakistan fares poorly at 122nd amongst 160 countries ranked by the World Bank’s Logistics Performance Index (LPI). By 

comparison, India, Bangladesh and Vietnam stood at 44, 100, and 39 respectively. The LPI is the weighted average of the 

country scores on six key dimensions:

Clearly, Pakistan has significant gaps in all the aforementioned dimensions if it is to become competitive even within the 

South Asian region. The Ministry of Communications which oversees logistics has undertaken a study leading up to the 

National Freight and Logistics Policy which lists many initiatives for improvement and does a good job in assigning 

responsibility to relevant government institutions. 

Given the broad portfolio of the Ministry of Communications which includes the postal services, tele-communications, 

highways, it may be more effective if logistics which spans railways, road transportation, waterways, air freight, shipping, 

courier services, last-mile fulfillment of e-commerce and port handling were combined together under a Transportation 

Ministry. Secondly, a methodology be developed for the Ministries of Commerce and Industries to play a role in protecting the 

interest of the users of logistics services, which is the private sector. 

One of the key needs is the replacement of the ageing trucking fleet. The National Transport Policy first proposed in 2007 

and subsequently updated over the years needs to be implemented. As part of the recommendations of the Transport Policy 

the State Bank of Pakistan should consider according this an industry status and make low-cost financing available to 

accelerate fleet modernization. Perhaps the most important step to improve speed and reduce cost is the ML1 rail line, now a 

priority in phase two of CPEC. 

Efficiency of the clearance process (i.e., speed, simplicity and predictability of formalities) by border control agencies, 

including customs;

Quality of trade and transport related infrastructure (e.g., ports, railroads, roads, information technology);

Ease of arranging competitively priced shipments;

Competence and quality of logistics services (e.g., transport operators, customs brokers);

Ability to track and trace consignments;

Timeliness of shipments in reaching destination within the scheduled or expected delivery time.



Standards

To ensure that exports from Pakistan conform to the highest standards and that domestic industry is not onerously burdened 

by multiple standards, yet is competitive with imports, it is recommended that:

The standard setting institutions in Pakistan are accredited by the global standard setting bodies. Thus, PSQCA and 

DRAP need to comply with the norms of global standard setting so that their certifications carry credibility;

The standards that are set by Pakistan standards institutions are globally aligned to promote global integration;

There should be a single harmonized standard for health, food, engineering safety and quality applicable throughout 

Pakistan. Presently there are provincial standards that make it difficult for national businesses to operate across all 

provinces;

There should be a centralized digitized system of business registration for compliance with national standards;

The setting and compliance monitoring of standards may be separated, with provincial bodies enforcing national 

standards within their jurisdiction;

SMEs especially need to be trained on compliance with standards as quality is a key element of competitiveness.
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It is important that industry consultation is conducted through filed surveys to identify sector-specific issues. Furthermore, 

global benchmarking of regulatory environment with countries that fare significantly better than Pakistan would provide useful 

models to emulate. A mindset change from “Why not control and regulate?” to “How to enable and empower?” is a key success 

factor. To facilitate it, delayering of bureaucracy would be required. 

Deregulation of the Economy

Having inherited a highly regulated regime from its erstwhile colonial masters, Pakistan has been slow to move from a 

“controlling” to an “empowering” mindset. In part this is due to a large bureaucracy at multiple layers – local, provincial and 

federal and a small base of rule-abiding businesses in the formal sector. Regulations are complex, often duplicating, requiring 

paper-based applications and snail-mail response. Some like Section 452 of the Companies Act 2017 are framed with a 

suspicious mind. Thus interests, no matter how small, in companies abroad, already declared to the FBR and the SBP need to 

be reported again to the SECP merely for it to pass on to an already aware FBR, with no added investor value addition. The 

World Bank’s Regulatory Guillotine exercise has unlocked significant benefits for countries that have deregulated. The 

Pakistan Modernization of Regulations Initiative (PMRI) modeled on the World Bank’s programme aims to:

Identify and reduce overlap between local, provincial and federal regulations

Simplify by making requirements more risk and consequence based

Digitize and automate the application and processing and make progress fully transparent

Set time limits for decisions and implementation

Create virtual one-windows by integrating multiple data and departments
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Civil Service Reforms

The effectiveness of civil service is a product of the quality of its resources, which in turn is dependent on the effectiveness of 

recruitment, training, structure, performance evaluation and promotion processes and rewards. There are flaws in virtually all 

these factors. A bloated bureaucracy, charged to implement regulations based on a colonial control mindset, targeted at the 

relatively small formal law-abiding sector, raises the cost and makes it difficult to do business. Red-tape also slows down 

decision-making and results in harassment of the public. This is acerbated by threat of National Accountability Bureau 

investigations, leading to near-paralysis in key ministries. Civil service reforms require strong commitment and determined 

implementation, which may not be possible in a single tenure of a government. Nor are results linear. Hence, they need to be 

approached with a sense of realism. One reality is that political parties that form governments lack deep insight or knowledge 

of specialist areas, which they try to overcome through technocrat Advisors with limited political influence. Parliaments are 

also composed primarily of representatives from rural/agriculture/feudal background and have limited knowledge of the 

economy or global affairs. The few urban representatives that come with a business background are mostly from the informal 

sector. Bureaucracy on the other hand has decades of knowledge on how to “work the system” and resist change.  Here are 

the key facets that need to change:

Refine the screening process of applicants to improve the quality of intake;

Factor domain knowledge in the selection and placement criteria. The balance between generalists and functional 

experts is missing;

Create additional posts for specialists and tailor the training to their domains. In the absence of specialist knowledge, 

the civil service hires but lacks the ability to evaluate the quality of work done by expensive consultants; 

Form expertise clusters such as: financial and economic, social, technical, etc., to ensure that officers have the right 

background to be effective;

Separate the provincial and federal civil services to stop the transfer to specialist federal ministries such as the Board 

of Investment or Ministry of Commerce at Grade 21. Currently, the Provincial Administrative Service has a significant 

choke-hold on the bureaucracy as they get to jump to the federal and overtake career diplomats, commerce and 

finance professionals. 

Introduce an objective and transparent performance evaluation system based on agreed KPIs. The current confidential 

report system hides rather than revealing scope for individual improvement;

Replace standard across-the-board annual increments by a differentiated salary review based on merit and 

performance;

95% of the 640,000 in federal government are below grade 17. This means we have too many clerks and assistants 

who by virtue of long service earn more than the equivalent in the private sector. They also slow down the movement 

of files and of decision-making. On the other hand, it is impossible to hire grade 22 specialists at government salaries. 

This imbalance needs to be corrected;
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Monetize the perks into a consolidated salary and benchmark it with the private sector;

Address the void created by the absence of empowered, devolved and fully resourced local government where public 

services are required to be delivered;

Put in place an early retirement system for non-performing civil servants;

Civil service pensions now exceed current aggregate annual cost. The growth of pensions needs to be arrested by 

switching to defined contribution basis, as in the private sector. 



Clearly, Pakistan has significant gaps in all the aforementioned dimensions if it is to become competitive even within the 

South Asian region. The Ministry of Communications which oversees logistics has undertaken a study leading up to the 

National Freight and Logistics Policy which lists many initiatives for improvement and does a good job in assigning 

responsibility to relevant government institutions. 

Given the broad portfolio of the Ministry of Communications which includes the postal services, tele-communications, 

highways, it may be more effective if logistics which spans railways, road transportation, waterways, air freight, shipping, 

courier services, last-mile fulfillment of e-commerce and port handling were combined together under a Transportation 

Ministry. Secondly, a methodology be developed for the Ministries of Commerce and Industries to play a role in protecting the 

interest of the users of logistics services, which is the private sector. 

One of the key needs is the replacement of the ageing trucking fleet. The National Transport Policy first proposed in 2007 

and subsequently updated over the years needs to be implemented. As part of the recommendations of the Transport Policy 

the State Bank of Pakistan should consider according this an industry status and make low-cost financing available to 

accelerate fleet modernization. Perhaps the most important step to improve speed and reduce cost is the ML1 rail line, now a 

priority in phase two of CPEC. 

Future-Proofing Pakistan

In a rapidly evolving digital world, Pakistan needs to reposition itself in a global economy in which cheap labour will not be a 

sustainable competitive advantage. The key building blocks for future-proofing are:

Stronger education foundation, starting with the school curriculum in Science, Technology, Engineering and 

Mathematics (STEM);

Strengthen higher education in technology along the Indian Institute of Technology model;

Nationwide e-connectivity through affordable high-speed internet to facilitate e-commerce, digital banking, 

e-schooling, software development and IT enabled services;

Reduce the incidence of taxation on all facets of connectivity; 

Establish IT parks to clusterize IT talent and develop specialization streams;

Automate manufacturing through artificial intelligence and internet of things;

Invest in innovation especially in medical/diagnostic devices and agriculture to address healthcare and food security;

Build bridges between Defence and Civilian technology and between business and academia in research, focused 

primarily on import substitution and exports;

Public Private venture capital fund focused on funding digital innovation;

Render manpower suitable for an ageing world. Develop and export skills in healthcare, care of the elderly, hospitality, 

IT development etc

Digitize the government to accelerate adoption of technology;

Deploy digitization to formalize the economy (see separate section)
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The PBC is a private sector business policy advocacy forum composed of Pakistan’s largest businesses / groups 

including multinationals that have a significant investment in and a long-term commitment to the growth of Pakistan. 

Members turnover represents every ninth Rupee of Pakistan’s GDP and together the members contribute 25% of tax 

revenues and 40% of exports. More information about the PBC, its members and its activities can be found on our 

website www.pbc.org.pk

ABOUT THE PBC
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8th Floor, Dawood Center,

M.T. Khan Road,

Karachi, Pakistan

T - +92 21 3563 0528 - 29
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